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1. Introduction: Videogame Criticism

It may seem an extraordinary and unlikely fact that videogame

criticism has developed into a vibrant area of serious academic

study. As Ian Bogost, one of the field’s most important contributors,

observes, “Like a toaster, a game is both appliance and hearth, both

instrument and aesthetic, both gadget and fetish. It’s preposterous to

do games criticism, like it’s preposterous to do toaster criticism.”

Yet Bogost quickly adds that games are hardly unique in this re-

spect. Indeed, nothing has entirely escaped cultural criticism in our

time: “Not literature, not film, nor theater, art, food, wine. We just

stopped noticing that the criticism of forms like these are just as bon-

kers as critiques of toasters or milk or videogames” (xii). For all of

the inherent absurdity of game criticism, it is also increasingly evi-

dent that what a “game” or “videogame” has become in 2017 is

more diverse and complicated than whatever we might call a

toaster—even if we allow for the considerable differences, for in-

stance, between standard toasters and toaster ovens.

Fueled in part by the enlarged parameters of the term “game,”

the field of videogame studies has expanded considerably in the sec-

ond decade of the twenty-first century. Among scholars, if not jour-

nalists, we are no longer in a moment in which it is still noteworthy

merely to trumpet the economic success of the multibillion-dollar

videogame industry that now outpaces book publishing, music, and

even film. Similarly, it no longer seems adequate to express wonder

at the possibility of videogames operating as an art form—even if

the New York Times still publishes headlines, in 2016, that make
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declarations such as “An Exhibition That Proves Video Games Can

Be Art” (Reese). In his 2015 book Works of Game, game designer

John Sharp notes, “The status of games is on the rise, if for no other

reason than their ubiquity” (115). Yet within this “ubiquity,” there is

also a growing diversity of aesthetics, histories, applications, design

approaches, and sociopolitical orientations. Even if we restrict our-

selves to the two years prior to this essay, the field has yielded a

broad range of publications. Even a fraction of these books and

edited volumes runs the gamut topically from play and aesthetic the-

ory (Upton), to the role of emotions in videogames (Isbister), to the

history of American arcades and their production of masculinity

(Kocurek), to transnational differences in videogame production and

consumption (Wolf, Consalvo, Penix-Tadsen), to histories of war

games (Harrigan and Kirschenbaum), to real-world uses of gamifica-

tion (Gilbert, Schrier), to varied forms of artistic games (Maizels

and Jagoda, Sharp), and even to the self-reflexive project of game

criticism itself (Bogost).

Even as both gameplay cultures and videogame studies are de-

veloping on a transnational scale, I will limit my focus in this essay

primarily to the US context. Since the 1960s, videogames in the US

have been shaped by forces ranging from counterculture to military

R&D. The cultural form of videogames emerged during the Cold

War, beginning with Steve Russell’s 1962 game Spacewar!, and ex-

panded with arcade games and Atari-led home videogame consoles

in the 1970s. After rebounding from the videogame industry crash

of 1983, an interest in videogames grew in the mid-1980s through

the 1990s, reenergized in large part by Japanese developers such as

Nintendo, Sega, and Sony. During this period, videogames remained

a largely niche market, with most products targeted at a homogene-

ous, if extremely enthusiastic, group of so-called hardcore gamers.

By the twenty-first century, videogames had evolved into an increas-

ingly heterogeneous form with a more diverse audience. While vid-

eogame criticism was not the primary factor in enabling this

diversity, tracking this field’s recent developments may help us bet-

ter understand the significance and meaning of digital games in our

time.

2. Videogames in the Early Twenty-First Century

Through the late twentieth century, videogames were still

largely an entertainment form. Myriad factors in the early twenty-

first century—cultural, aesthetic, and technological—have precipi-

tated a multiplication of what is now meant by “videogame.” While

there are various histories that offer insight into the form’s
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development, it is worth highlighting a recent moment around 2007.

This period saw a visible growth of the separate, though related,

phenomena of “indie games,” “artgames,” “serious games,” “Do-It-

Yourself (DIY) game making,” and “casual games,” as well as the

expansion of the more instrumental area of “gamification.” These

categories opened up many previously unavailable, often experimen-

tal avenues for games that exceeded merely economic motivations.

Even a brief review of the changing landscape of videogame

production, distribution, and consumption offers some insight into

the expansion of videogame form and the corresponding field of

game studies. For instance, the successful release of the Nintendo

Wii console in late 2006 precipitated the production of such “casual

games” as Wii Sports (2006) and Animal Crossing: City Folk (2008)

intended for a mass audience rather than skilled or hardcore gamers.

Alongside this process of democratization, the years between 2007

and 2009 brought a new focus on auteur-style star game designers

such as Jonathan Blow, Mary Flanagan, and Jason Rohrer. As Felan

Parker notes, these same years gave rise to a number of widely rec-

ognized art games, including Passage (2007), The Marriage (2007),

The Graveyard (2008), Braid (2008), Flower (2009), and Every Day
the Same Dream (2009). In these same years, mainstream companies

also produced a range of narratively complex videogames with mul-

tifaceted characters, including BioShock (2007), Mass Effect (2007),

and Fallout 3 (2008), which reenergized discussions about games

and narrative that had fallen out of favor in earlier debates about

ludology versus narratology. Institutionally, during this period, the

discussion about games as an art form was also expanded through

visible art exhibits (such as the Smithsonian’s The Art of Video
Games exhibit and MoMA’s Video Games collection exhibits in

2012) and new government funding to support game production

such as the National Endowment for the Arts grants.

Technologically, the rise of videogames as a form also has to do

with the development and spread of game engines and production

tools (Unity and Twine, for example) and the availability of online

distribution platforms for games like Steam, PlayStation Network,

and Xbox Live. An institutional factor in this change has also been

the growth of both independent and art game conferences such as

Indiecade, Games for Change Festival, Different Games

Conference, and the Independent Games Festival at the Game

Developers Conference.1

These various developments occasioned the continuation and

evolution of game criticism, including a greater diversity of method-

ologies, many of which mirror approaches adopted across the longer

history of literary criticism. Even in the years before 2007, numerous

scholars undertook historical (Kent), formalist (Murray), and
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phenomenological (Sudnow) studies of videogames.2 With an ex-

pansion of game forms and genres, scholarship that relies on these

types of methods has multiplied. Additionally, other scholars have

shifted their attention from games themselves to particular practices

of and responses to play. Such books have included areas of inquiry

such as the nature of player representations and identifications with

videogame characters (Shaw), theories of play as they impact mass

culture (Upton), emotional possibilities of game design (Isbister),

and affective responses among players in networked videogames

(Jagoda Network Aesthetics). Other work has explored intersections

between design and criticism, especially regarding the impact of

games outside of the videogame industry (Schrier). The early

twenty-first century thus saw a coproductive expansion of video-

game form and game criticism.

3. The Changing Meanings of “Game”

The existing field of videogame studies already demonstrates a

notable range of methodologies and objects, just as it also continues

to grow and change across multiple platforms (e.g., personal com-

puter, console, mobile, and mixed reality games) and genres. Amidst

this transformation, there has been growing uncertainty, manifesting

alternately as ambivalence and sharp disagreement, about what pre-

cisely, at this time of rapid mutation and proliferation of the form,

constitutes the object of inquiry. As an example, consider Christine

Love’s Analogue: A Hate Story (2012). This work can be read as an

illustrated epistolary novel in which the reader interacts with two ar-

tificial intelligence programs on an interstellar starship while navi-

gating a complex history of textual diaries and letters written by

members of several prominent families in a distant future. At the

start of the experience, the ship’s language-parsing system malfunc-

tions and leaves the player with only the capacity to offer binary re-

sponses to questions posed by the AIs. Along the way, the

experience adopts game conventions when players type precise in-

structions into a command line interface in order to solve puzzles

and, in one case, race against the clock to prevent a nuclear reactor

meltdown. Despite Analogue’s primarily novelistic dimensions,

critic Leif Johnson (of the game-focused entertainment website

IGN) describes it as a “game-like experience.” Another critic, Phill

Cameron (of the UK-based videogame site Eurogamer), describes

Analogue repeatedly as a “game” that deviates from “interactive fic-

tion.” Across the popular reception of Analogue, then, we see the

category of “game” previously dedicated to abstract strategy games

Amidst this
transformation, there
has been growing
uncertainty,
manifesting
alternately as
ambivalence and
sharp disagreement,
about what precisely,
at this time of rapid
mutation and
proliferation of the
form, constitutes the
object of inquiry.
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such as chess or Go being applied to multimedia and transmedia

works.

In reviews of works such as Analogue, the designation of

“game” arguably serves more as a marketing category than an occa-

sion for nuanced formalist analysis. Notably, while uncertainty

about the boundaries of videogames is sometimes glossed and

passed over quickly, it has also sparked intense cultural debates that

have impacted recent videogame criticism. A particularly visible

game within these debates has been Depression Quest (2013), a

work designed by Zo€e Quinn (in collaboration with Patrick Lindsey

and Isaac Schankler). Unlike many graphically oriented games,

Quinn created Depression Quest using the Twine engine—open-

source software that enables the creation of branching, hyperlinked,

and nonlinear narratives that can be published directly to HTML. Its

designers describe Depression Quest as “an interactive fiction game

where you play as someone living with depression” (Quinn).

Formally, this work combines elements of many previous art for-

ms—including hypertext fiction, electronic literature, text adventure

games, and role-playing games—with branching decision points. At

the end of passages that describe episodes in the life of the character

(expressed in second person), there are a series of choices, with the

most desirable options usually made unavailable in order to reflect

formally the effects of depression. Along with these choices, the

work gives regular feedback to convey the degree of depression that

the character experiences, the status of therapy, and any medication

being used. Along with text, the work also includes photographs

(covered with static) and a basic soundtrack with atmospheric sound

effects.

From the standpoint of form and genre, Depression Quest is a

hybrid of interactive narrative and a role-playing game. While the

experience consists primarily of textual narrative, it also includes el-

ements such as decision-making and regular feedback that are char-

acteristic of games. I bring up the example of this piece, however,

not to elaborate some version of this formal argument, but to high-

light the debates surrounding the question of whether or not

Depression Quest is a game. In fact, Depression Quest became infa-

mous in the gaming community when it emerged as a central point

of reference for the much discussed “GamerGate” controversy that

erupted in the summer of 2014. As a brief overview, the hashtag

#gamergate became shorthand for a number of different online dis-

cussion threads about topics that included journalistic ethics in the

games industry, the status of serious games, gender and race inclu-

siveness in game culture, the demographics of game designers,

gamer identity, and the changing cultural status of videogames more
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broadly. Far from a friendly online debate, GamerGate occasioned

one of the most toxic (if hardly unprecedented or unique) eruptions

of sexism and discrimination online (Kocurek “Gamers”;

Massanari). Early in the onslaught of harassment that primarily tar-

geted women, several commentators focused on Quinn, accusing her

of threatening videogame culture and undermining the ethics of

game journalism by having a relationship with a writer who had

given her positive press (an accusation shown to be false). Quinn

subsequently received a number of credible rape and death threats,

many of them very detailed, graphic, and vicious.

Among the many functions of GamerGate was a negotiation of

what constitutes a gamer identity and what marks the boundaries of

videogame culture. A common refrain during this movement was

the impassioned insistence that Depression Quest was not a game.

For example, in one critique articulated in a widely circulated post

on Reddit (a post with 1,192 upvotes and 779 comments as of June

2016), the user “butterworthy101” expresses a frequently repeated

observation, “It’s not a game so much as it is a ‘choose your own ad-

venture’ short story.” Purportedly unrelated to the more extreme

forms of sexism and misogyny animating some of the most heated

episodes of GamerGate, such accusations often used the smoke-

screen of a formalist debate to mask a conservative cultural impulse

to police the boundaries of gamer culture and defend it from en-

croachment by perceived outsiders. Such outsiders included, in par-

ticular, creators of serious, art, and DIY games that did not neatly

align with dominant examples of videogames. Indeed, in the case of

Twine productions, many of the most notable contributors to the

form include women (especially queer and trans women), like

Quinn, Anna Anthropy, Merritt Kopas, and Porpentine, rather than

the primarily white, male, and heterosexual engineers who have his-

torically made up the majority of the videogame industry.

4. Games Beyond Entertainment

Much can be said of the vocal and relentless resistance to the

transformation of videogames by some members of the GamerGate

community. Certainly, in light of the dramatic changes that video-

game form has already undergone in the early twenty-first century,

the impassioned defenses of gamer identity feel belated. More

homogeneous eras of the arcade and of hardcore gamer culture have

passed us by long ago. Moreover, game designers have also reached

beyond the realm of entertainment.3 Certainly entertainment-

oriented videogames have grown in popularity with titles such as the

open-world, third-person action game Grand Theft Auto V (2013),
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the first-person shooter game Call of Duty: Black Ops 3 (2015), and

the third-person action-adventure treasure hunting game Uncharted
4: A Thief’s End (2016), which sold hundreds of millions of copies

in their first-week sales. To be sure, these games are as vital to mak-

ing sense of videogame form as Hollywood films are to understand-

ing cinematic form. Even so, it is important that the ecology of what

we consider a “videogame” has changed dramatically since the era

of the early arcade and the Atari VCS when the majority of video-

games were developed to occupy the leisure time and the attention

of their players. Now, we also find videogames designed to change

consumer behaviors and to enable participatory interventions into

public health, as well as to convey interactive autobiographical nar-

ratives and appear in prominent fine art galleries.

One of the most evident indicators of the growth of videogame

form is the proliferation of ludic genres that make the signifier

“game” increasingly slippery. As I have argued elsewhere, although

videogames usually take on narrative genres such as science fiction

or romance, videogame genre is fundamentally defined by action-

oriented mechanics, play modes, and interactive elements (“Digital

Games”). Thus, videogames carry genre categories such as “plat-

forming” and “racing” games. Experimentation with game mechan-

ics, as well as new affordances that come with expanded memory,

graphics systems, and other technical developments, has also intro-

duced genres that exceed the range of the arcade-style games so

dominant in the 1970s. Since that time, experiments with genres

have yielded robust genres, such as “stealth,” “tower defense,” “sur-

vival horror,” and “dating simulation.” Technical developments in

input devices, such as the motion-sensing Kinect, and networking

capabilities have also enabled the growth of genres such as “dance

games” and “Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games,”

or “MMORPGs.”

Beyond game genres, we can also think of the varied functions

of games and new domains into which they have moved. Even a par-

tial review of areas beyond entertainment into which contemporary

games have migrated offers a sense of this significant transformation

in “games” and “videogames.” For example, there has been rapid

expansion of the category of “serious games,” a term coined by

Clark Abt in 1970. Abt explains that serious games “have an explicit

and carefully thought-out educational purpose and are not intended

to be played primarily for amusement” (9). Abt was an early innova-

tor and advocate for this type of game, whose many early examples

included tabletop role-playing and analog games. In the twenty-first

century, there has been an increase in serious videogames, in partic-

ular. Notably, the Games for Change foundation was established in

2004 and, since that time, has sought to create and distribute games
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that contribute to participatory advocacy. Certainly, serious games

have spread far beyond a single organization. For example, Darfur
Is Dying (2006) addresses the Darfur war and refugee crisis through

multiple gameplay genres, including an action-oriented water re-

trieval mode and management simulation of a refugee camp. The

McDonald’s Videogame (2006) and Oil God (2006) operate as criti-

cal simulation games that parody corporate greed. Games such as

Cart Life (2011) and SPENT (2011) explore underemployment and

poverty in the US. Outside of solely human affairs, Fate of the
World (2011) and Bioharmonious (2013) address issues of climate

change and environmental balance.

Beyond serious games dedicated to raising social and political

consciousness, other games actively attempt to change player behav-

iors. In particular, the design movement known as “gamification”

names the use of game mechanics in traditionally nongame activities

that seek to impact consumer behaviors, employee training, health

and exercise habits, education, and other areas. In gamification, per-

haps more than any other area, one sees the seepage of medium-

specific elements of videogame form into various aspects of every-

day life. Such designs include Khan Academy (2006), an educational

online toolset that encourages students to set learning pathways that

lead to specific academic goals. Another example that targets adults

is F-12 (2013), an employee-training game that DirecTV created to

encourage workers to learn from failures. Closely related to gamifi-

cation are games that tackle scientific and intellectual problems by

inviting contributions from experts and amateurs alike. Videogame

scholar Karen Schrier explores a number of such games (most of

them digital) that fit into subcategories that include “citizen science

games,” “crowd science games,” “games with a purpose,” “social

participation games,” “crowdsourcing games,” “applied problem

solving games,” “human computation games,” and “knowledge

games” (6). Games such as Foldit (2008) and EteRNA (2010) invite

players to play a game that builds knowledge databases or offers so-

lutions to large-scale problems.

Even as some of these games address broader, systemic issues,

videogames have also become a medium of expression increasingly

capable of addressing personal topics. Such works include both auto-

biographical and biographical games. For instance, Mary Flanagan’s

[domestic] (2003) uses a first-person shooter engine to reflect upon

a childhood memory of a house fire. Anna Anthropy’s ohmygod are
you alright? (2015) begins with an experience of being hit by a car

and explores the challenges of navigating the hospital and medical

care as a trans woman lacking adequate financial resources. Other

games also use interactive and participatory resources to produce bi-

ographies of historical figures. For instance, Peter Brinson and
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Kurosh ValaNejad’s The Cat and the Coup (2011) stages events sur-

rounding a 1953 CIA coup aimed at bringing down Mohammad

Mossadegh, the first prime minister of Iran to be elected through

democratic means.

Videogames have also started to impact the more specialized

art world. “Artgames,” a term coined by game designer Jason

Rohrer in 2005, describes games, such as Jonathan Blow’s Braid
(2008), that use medium-specific properties to explore artistic and

philosophical issues. John Sharp’s term “game art” shifts the empha-

sis from gameplay to traditional art forms in capturing “art made of

games” (14). This category includes works such as Cory Arcangel’s

Super Mario Clouds (2002), a “mod” or modification of Super
Mario Bros. (1985) that retains only the background of clouds and

sky, sans foreground or gameplay. Sharp also proposes the category

of “artists’ games” to capture digital, analog, and mixed-reality

games that privilege play and audience interactions as the key site of

their artistic intervention, as in some of Flanagan’s work or by the

group Blast Theory. Rather than demonstrating that all games are

artful, the point of such games is to bring gaming into conversation

with museum spaces, aesthetic theories, and artistic practices.

5. Methods in Videogame Criticism

Videogames, then, are not a uniform and coherent contempo-

rary form but, as a mass medium, they manifest a form of sociopolit-

ical intervention, an element of everyday life, a form of personal

expression, and a medium for artistic production. Videogame criti-

cism responds to this multiplicity through a variety of interdisciplin-

ary methods. Three recent books might help highlight some

differences in existing approaches, which can be separated heuristi-

cally into scholarship focused on videogame aesthetics and form,

culture and history, and practice and design.

The first category of scholarship that concerns game aesthetics

and form is exemplified by John Sharp’s Works of Game: On the
Aesthetics of Games and Art (2015). Sharp adopts ecological psy-

chologist James Gibson’s idea of “affordances” that describes “the

qualities of an object that suggest its use” (4). Focusing on concep-

tual, formal, and experiential affordances, Sharp performs readings

of avant-garde games ranging from Jodi’s 2002 SOD (an abstract

modification of id Software’s popular first-person shooter

Wolfenstein 3D) to Brenda Romero’s 2009 S�ıoch�an Leat (a board

game about Oliver Cromwell’s seventeenth-century invasion of

Ireland). The analysis of such games is formalist insofar as it attends

to qualities such as graphics and narrative, as well as
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medium-specific elements such as game mechanics, rules, and ob-

jectives. Yet a careful consideration of different communities of

practice also informs the book. Contrasting two perspectives on

chess, for example, Sharp writes, “For game-minded communities,

chess is a thing unto itself, whereas for art-minded communities,

chess is an idea space and a material from which art can be made”

(8). This situated aesthetic engagement with games builds on fields

that include art history and visual design.

A second area of research is focused on videogame culture and

its histories. A compelling example of such work is Carly Kocurek’s

Coin-Operated Americans: Rebooting Boyhood at the Video Game
Arcade (2015). The book explores how videogames and arcades in

the 1970s and early 1980s enabled a form of American masculinity.

As she argues,

These games prepared players to serve both as laborers in the

emergent white-collar service economy, where computers

would be at the center of professional activity, and as investors/

players in an increasingly deregulated marketplace. They intro-

duced a generation of young men to computers as approachable,

everyday technologies, just as the workplace was entering a pe-

riod of massive computerization. (12)

Kocurek’s method, which derives from American studies and cul-

tural theory, leads her to focus on arcade spaces, photographs, and

other historical documents, rather than videogames or game art as

such. Indeed, the book belongs to a growing field of study dedicated

to game culture. Emerging avenues for videogame scholarship in-

clude viewer communities of thousands who follow particular play-

ers on Twitch TV and spectators who watch eSports and Multiplayer

Online Battle Arena games. Some 27 million viewers streamed the

2014 Riot Games world championship of League of Legends,

thereby rivaling the NCAA basketball finals that year and exceeding

the average viewership of the World Series (Booton). Increasingly,

an engagement with these modes of spectatorship is informing game

studies, including in social scientific fields such as anthropology and

communications.

A third major area of work in the study of videogames has to

do with practical design. Unlike a discipline such as English—in

which there is often a wide gap between literary criticism and crea-

tive writing—game studies regularly eschews divisions between the-

ory and practice. For instance, one of the most widely used and oft-

cited books in the field, Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman’s Rules of
Play: Game Design Fundamentals (2003), is filled with both formal

theory and practical design advice. A more recent book that blurs
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this divide is Schrier’s Knowledge Games: How Playing Games Can
Solve Problems, Create Insight, and Make Change. Schrier notes

that the book draws “from diverse fields, including games, citizen

science, and crowdsourcing, as well as a range of disciplines, such

as psychology, education, critical theory, computer science, design,

human-computer interaction, media studies, history, and economics”

(10). Given the relative newness of “knowledge games,” which at-

tempt to create knowledge and solve problems in the world outside

of the videogame, Schrier analyzes limited examples to propose best

practices for designers working in this field.

Even as these three areas of study and their associated methods

represent a significant portion of game studies, they do not account

for the entire field. There are also books that use videogames to dis-

cuss problems within philosophy and critical theory (Wark), to ex-

plore the software and platforms of digital games (Montfort and

Bogost), and to study the behaviors of actual players through ethno-

graphic and qualitative research (Shaw). Moreover, some of the

most important contributors to game studies in the early twenty-first

century, including Bogost and Flanagan, attend to the forms, cul-

tures, and histories of games, while also building robust careers as

game designers themselves. Interdisciplinarity may still be an option

in some fields, but it is fundamental and even unavoidable within

game studies.

6. Conclusion: Videogames as Cultural Dominant

Despite the variety of game genres and social scenes discussed

here, videogames obviously remain a cultural form that has had con-

siderably less time to develop than forms like poetry, the novel,

painting, or film. Many of the cultural, artistic, and technical devel-

opments enabling the category to grow are, in the middle of the

2010s, scarcely a decade old. If we think about the diversity of

games from the standpoint of designers and developers, however,

the picture is far less heterogeneous. While approximately 44% of

videogame players were women in 2015, the industry and design

culture are still overrepresented by white, male, and heterosexual

creators (Entertainment Software Organization). In the Gamasutra

Salary Survey 2014, women in the game industry made up only 5%

of the programmers and engineers, 9% of artists and animators, and

13% of game designers (2–3). Inequalities across demographic cate-

gories, including gender and race, have an impact on the future of

how we design, play, and study games. Already genres such as the

first-person shooter are splintering into innovations such as the

first-person puzzle-platformer (e.g., Portal), first-person runner
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(e.g., Mirror’s Edge), and first-person walker (e.g., Dear Esther and

9.03m). A radically different community of game designers would

be likely to further expand available genres, styles, and values.

In his “Manifesto for a Ludic Century,” Eric Zimmerman

declares that if “in the 20th Century, the moving image was the

dominant cultural form,” the importance of digital media in the

twenty-first century has already initiated a process through which

“game-like experiences replace linear media” (2). Whether or not

games are now the cultural dominant is a claim that remains to be

observed. Arguably, the contemporary transmedia ecology privile-

ges the merging and copresence of cultural forms (facilitated by the

metamedium of the digital computer) over an obsolescence or re-

placement model. Moreover, if videogames are already notably

polyvalent, what would it mean to claim that so diverse a form is

dominant? Regardless, games are a crucial metaphor for our time,

and videogames, in particular, will continue to be a central form of

aesthetic production. It is a testament to the importance and robust-

ness of game studies that it offers so many methods for approaching

game form and that it already takes seriously the broad range of

what is now meant by “game” and “videogame.” Particularly in light

of the expansion of the category of games in the early twenty-first

century, game criticism appears considerably less preposterous than

it once might have seemed. After all, in the US, we commonly frame

even financial derivative trading and national election contests as

games. Moreover, videogames monopolize many of our omnipresent

screens. Thus, in our time, videogame history, culture, and form

promise to play an important part in the evolving humanities, not to

mention social and political life as such.

Notes

1. For more details on these transformations in game culture, see for instance

Anna Anthropy, Rise of the Videogame Zinesters: How Freaks, Normals, Amateurs,
Artists, Dreamers, Dropouts, Queers, Housewives, and People Like You Are Taking
Back an Art Form (2012); and Emma Westecott, “Independent Game Development

as Craft,” Loading. . . . 7.11 (2013): 78–91.

2. Though I do not address it here, the history of scholarship on nondigital games

and the role of play in culture is even more expansive, reaching back to systematic

studies by scholars that include the work of Johan Huizinga and Roger Caillois. See

Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture (1950); and

Caillois, Man, Play, and Games (2001).

3. I am not implying that early videogames were simple or homogeneous, merely

that the range and reach of the form has expanded since the 1970s. A number of texts

have already explored complex and diverse developments throughout game history.

Exemplary here are Montfort and Bogost (2009).
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